College Faculty To Vote On Plus-Minus Grading

By ERIK J. SAYEV

The College faculty will vote next week on a proposal to add plus-minus grading to the grading system in the College. The College Senate and the FAS Committee have both approved the proposal, and the FAS committee, said yesterday, expected the Senate to approve it today.

The faculty will be considering the proposal at a meeting next Tuesday. The Senate is expected to vote on the proposal on Thursday.

The proposal would change the grading system from a traditional A-F system to a plus-minus system, where grades would range from A+ to F. The Faculty Senate is expected to vote on the proposal on Tuesday, and the College Senate will vote on it on Thursday.

The College Senate has already approved the proposal, and the FAS committee, which is responsible for the grading system, has recommended it to the Senate.

The reception to the proposal has been positive, with many faculty members and students expressing support for the change. Some have cited the potential for more accurate feedback and a more fair evaluation of student performance.

However, there are also concerns about the impact of the change on the competition for grades and the potential for inflated grades. The College Senate will likely consider these issues as it votes on the proposal.

The College Senate is expected to vote on the proposal next week, and the College will then consider it at its next meeting.

Team Cut Decisions Due Today

Athletes, Students Question Decision Process

By ROBERT SPEEL

University Police are investigating the circumstances surrounding an explosion on the Philadelphia campus yesterday.

The incident occurred at about 10:30 a.m. when a Molotov cocktail was thrown from a fraternity house onto the campus. The campus was on lockdown for about an hour as the police investigated the incident.

The police are still investigating the incident and have not yet made any arrests. However, they are looking into the possibility of a link between the incident and a recent protest at the university.

The university has not made any official statement about the incident, but the police are expected to release more information as the investigation continues.

Molotov Cocktail Thrown From Fraternity

By ROBERT SPEEL

University Police are investigating the circumstances surrounding a Molotov cocktail that was thrown from a fraternity house onto the campus yesterday.

The incident occurred at about 10:30 a.m. when a Molotov cocktail was thrown from a fraternity house onto the campus. The campus was on lockdown for about an hour as the police investigated the incident.

The police are still investigating the incident and have not yet made any arrests. However, they are looking into the possibility of a link between the incident and a recent protest at the university.

The university has not made any official statement about the incident, but the police are expected to release more information as the investigation continues.

Investigation Underway

By STEFANATUS

A fraternity at the University is under investigation after a Molotov cocktail was thrown from a fraternity house onto the campus yesterday.

The incident occurred at about 10:30 a.m. when a Molotov cocktail was thrown from a fraternity house onto the campus. The campus was on lockdown for about an hour as the police investigated the incident.

The police are still investigating the incident and have not yet made any arrests. However, they are looking into the possibility of a link between the incident and a recent protest at the university.

The university has not made any official statement about the incident, but the police are expected to release more information as the investigation continues.

Expelled Medical Student Sues University

By STEFANATUS

A former medical student at the University is suing the University after he was expelled for violations of the university's code of conduct.

The student, who was enrolled in the School of Medicine, was expelled in December for violating the university's code of conduct. The university said that the student had committed a violation of the code of conduct, but the student has claimed that the violation was not a violation of the code of conduct.

The student, who was enrolled in the School of Medicine, was expelled in December for violating the university's code of conduct. The university said that the student had committed a violation of the code of conduct, but the student has claimed that the violation was not a violation of the code of conduct.

The student, who was enrolled in the School of Medicine, was expelled in December for violating the university's code of conduct. The university said that the student had committed a violation of the code of conduct, but the student has claimed that the violation was not a violation of the code of conduct.
This Is It!
Friday is the last issue of The Daily Pennsylvanian for this semester.

Today is your last chance to advertise in Friday's DP Contact your sales representative or the DP Business Office at 243-6581

Display ad deadline is 5 pm today.
Classified ad deadline is 3 pm today.

(inquire about color advertising too!)
Young Entrepreneurs

Taking Chances and Succeeding Early in Life

BY BETH TURKOWA

Atlantic City is not the place to bet - it's New Year's Eve. But Petry Books is the name of the game at the national headquarters of the company, a celebrity. They're opening doors for me and stuff like that. "What am I doing here with this editor. 'What am I doing here with this editor. 'What am I doing here with this editor. 'I he

I went to dinner at the restaurant where I was working as a chef. "I worked as a chef. It was great."

I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "People think I'm eSatrv

"I'm a transfer student from the University of Pennsylvania, "I'm a transfer student from the University of Pennsylvania, "I'm a transfer student from the University of Pennsylvania, "Whatever happens, happens."

I'm trying to do something a little different. "I'm trying to do something a little different. "I'm trying to do something a little different. "I'm trying to do something a little different. "I'm trying to do something a little different."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people."

I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "I'm following in my father's footsteps, "People think I'm eSatrv

"I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people. "I just don't want to be another person going around and telling everybody I'm just wasting time with people."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now.ЛА *

Jeff the Chef

Caterer Adds Unique Flavor to Campus Parties

BY BETH TURKOWA

As a sophomore, Jeff Miller ran a brunch-in-bed service in the high-rises. Today, as a Wharton Business School sophomore, "I started working for dining service as a pot

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."
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I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now."

I'm not worried about his declining GPA. He used to have a lot of conflict with his father, but we've been working Things have gone better now. "I'm not w
The Search

To the Editor:

"Well, I guess I should talk to Mr. Administration today," said the student. "They promise to give me information I need."

"Oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Administration just stepped out of the office to answer a phone call. He should be back in about an hour."

"This is Wendy Simonds. I am a student at Mont Alto College."

"I thought you recognized me. Yes, I remember. We had an exchange of messages yesterday. Why not bring any Penn State students over the summer to work with us? Especially those of the same major."

"Well, do you think you could ask the professor, or the professor's assistant?" Wendy Simonds, College M, is a Junior of the Mont Alto Student Association.

Quotation of the Day

They said that the decision isn't final, but they do believe that it matters to the student body. The fact remains that the student body is in agreement with the decision.

Letters to the Editor

More Russian Memories

To the Editor:

I was born in Russia with Memories. I have been talking to a Russian whoells describing the joy of Russian life in St. Petersburg, where he lived as a young boy. The memories of that boyhood have come back to life in this autobiography. The author has a talent for evoking the atmosphere of that era, the music of the times, and the way of life that was so different from the one I grew up in. The memories come alive in this book, and I am grateful to the author for sharing them with us.

Letters to the Reader

More Russian Memories

To the Editor:

I was born in Russia with Memories. I have been talking to a Russian whoells describing the joy of Russian life in St. Petersburg, where he lived as a young boy. The memories of that boyhood have come back to life in this autobiography. The author has a talent for evoking the atmosphere of that era, the music of the times, and the way of life that was so different from the one I grew up in. The memories come alive in this book, and I am grateful to the author for sharing them with us.

Letters to the Reader

Bottoms Up/Lisa DePaulo

Selling Out

They told us that we were done. And, for a few years, I really didn't think that we'd ever get back. But then that young man got his break. He decided to get his new business up and running. He started small, but he had a sense of what he was doing. He knew that he could make it work. And he did.

But they told us that we were done. And, for a few years, I really didn't think that we'd ever get back. But then that young man got his break. He decided to get his new business up and running. He started small, but he had a sense of what he was doing. He knew that he could make it work. And he did.

Don't think shelter, think tax shelter. Think food, not food for thought. Think wardrobe, not clothes. And don't think sex. No time for sex. No time for sex.

Quotation of the Day

perhaps we are no slaves. But we are poor, we are the members of a poor class. But we don't have the luxury to think of what we want, or what we should need. We are the poor, we are the hungry, we are the hungry, we are the hungry.

Letters to the Editor

More Russian Memories

To the Editor:

I was born in Russia with Memories. I have been talking to a Russian whoells describing the joy of Russian life in St. Petersburg, where he lived as a young boy. The memories of that boyhood have come back to life in this autobiography. The author has a talent for evoking the atmosphere of that era, the music of the times, and the way of life that was so different from the one I grew up in. The memories come alive in this book, and I am grateful to the author for sharing them with us.

Letters to the Reader

Bottoms Up/Lisa DePaulo

Selling Out

They told us that we were done. And, for a few years, I really didn't think that we'd ever get back. But then that young man got his break. He decided to get his new business up and running. He started small, but he had a sense of what he was doing. He knew that he could make it work. And he did.

But they told us that we were done. And, for a few years, I really didn't think that we'd ever get back. But then that young man got his break. He decided to get his new business up and running. He started small, but he had a sense of what he was doing. He knew that he could make it work. And he did.

Don't think shelter, think tax shelter. Think food, not food for thought. Think wardrobe, not clothes. And don't think sex. No time for sex. No time for sex.
Shabbat Celebration Dinner
as the end of the year approaches join us for this ‘gala’ event
7:45 Cocktails, hors doevres
8:30 dinner
Friday, Apr. 23
Lubavitch House
4032 Spruce St.
222-3130
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“How much did you pay for your last pair of jeans?”

538. 336. 545. Well, you didn’t have to. Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of jeans for less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than department and specialty store regular prices. Oh, but yours are “designers”? No problem. Marshalls has racks of top brand name and designer jeans. Labeled, with logos... straight leg. "Oh, but yours are designer’s? No problem."

And that’s only the beginning. Our 20% to 60% everyday savings are store wide! From pro-maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. In styles from prep to new wave. And that’s only the beginning. Our 20% to 60% everyday savings are store wide! From pro-maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. In styles from prep to new wave.

Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of jeans for less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than department and specialty store regular prices.

319-336-545. Well, you didn’t have to. Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of jeans for less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than department and specialty store regular prices. Oh, but yours are "designers"? No problem. Marshalls has racks of top brand name and designer jeans. Labeled, with logos... straight leg. "Oh, but yours are designer’s? No problem."

And that’s only the beginning. Our 20% to 60% everyday savings are store wide! From pro-maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. In styles from prep to new wave. And that’s only the beginning. Our 20% to 60% everyday savings are store wide! From pro-maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. In styles from prep to new wave.
Israel: Human Rights and Torture

Israel, a country of black and white, has recently become a synonym of human rights violations. The Jewish-State of Israel has been accused of systematic and widespread use of torture in the Occupied Territories. The main source was attested that their State is the "bastion of democracy" in the Middle East, a Zionist Utopia that should command the allegiance of world Jewry. The recent controversy over the divestment issue and the rejection of a column dealing with the Israeli torture of Palestinian prisoners was not "topical".

In the past, critics of Israel's policies have been hysterically assault bloodshed and confusion has been increased. In the period from March 1977 to January 1979, the U.S. Consulate in Jerusalem submitted for approval reports on Israeli mistreatment of Arab political prisoners in the West Bank, focusing on torture and denial of due process. According to Vice President of the Commission on ipv, Israel's policies have been characterized by the constant use of torture and the denial of due process. The Israeli government has been accused of systematic and widespread use of torture in the Occupied Territories.

The most comprehensive account of Israel's flagrant violations of human rights was published by the prestigious London Sunday Times on June 19, 1977. According to their investigation team, which had earlier exposed British treatment of Irish prisoners, "torture is organized in such a way that it cannot be defied as a handful of 'rags to riches' overriding orders. It is systematic, it occurs at all levels and at all levels of decision making. It is systematic, it occurs at all levels and at all levels of decision making. It is widespread and systematic, and widespread use of torture in the Occupied Territories."

As concerned students of the University, we would like to draw the attention of the Dean of the Law School to the need for a human rights policy in the DP. It is systematic censorship is reflected in issues relating to the Middle East. On February 18th, 1982, a column appeared in the DP which criticized Israel's policies and challenged their validity because they sympathized with the PLO and the Palestinian cause. The column was written by the DP Chairman, who was a member of a committee of the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War. The column was rejected by the editors of the DP. It's systematic censorship is reflected in issues relating to the Middle East.

As concerned students of the University, we would like to draw the attention of the Dean of the Law School to the need for a human rights policy in the DP. It is obvious that the DP, ostensibly a champion for minorities, is handicapped because of the involvement of the Editorial Committee. Such systematic bias and censorship on the part of a college newspaper is appalling. As concerned students of the University, we would like to draw the attention of the Dean of the Law School to the need for a human rights policy in the DP. It is obvious that the DP, ostensibly a champion for minorities, is handicapped because of the involvement of the Editorial Committee. Such systematic bias and censorship on the part of a college newspaper is appalling.
YESTERDAY'S NICE WEATHER wasn't enough for these three sun students. Here seen trying to get an extra head start on their summer tans, they enjoyed the beauty of the day in their own unique way. Sales of Brads in hold in the area were reported brisk.

(Medical Student)

(Continued from page 1)


"It seemed it was no longer academic—it was getting near personal philosophy, morality—and a tremendous disagreement in the field of psychology on what was proper or improper," Testa said.

"The Medical School is very much like the military—you did like they told," she said. "Our main feeling was it was a matter that he didn't buckle down to the system right away. He was opinionated."

After the third failure, the Medical School informed Testa that his academic performance was unacceptable. Testa was dismissed in May, 1980. His academic performance was found to be below the standards found the next year.

"In retrospect, would I be a kangaroo court," Testa said about the appeal. "No matter what he said, it didn't matter." Testa and both she and her husband endured the "emotional distress" attendant to the trial.

"If you really look at it, there aren't a lot of facts involved," she said. "It's just personality and opinion. He was old one thing would happen and the opposite would happen."

"He knew other people were failing courses but no one was getting dismissed," Testa added.

Josten's Personalized Signet Ring

Your College Ring designed with a personal touch...

Order from your Josten's College Ring Specialist

Date: April 21, 22 & 23
Time: 10:30 - 4:00
Place: University Bookstore
Deposit: $20

We give you the old college try.

National Car Rental

You deserve National attention."

Available at:
Holiday Inn (36th & Chestnut Sts.) 215-382-6504
Ohara’s Fish House
GETTING IT TOGETHER IN ’82
WEDNESDAYS TONIGHT
AND EVERY WEDNESDAY 9pm - 2am

2 FOR 1 DRINKS

Ohara’s
39th & Chestnut Streets
349-9000 daily till 2am
Campus Bus Expands Route to Superblock

By ROBERT F. MURRAY

The campus bus will extend its route to include Superblock, currently the area's only off-campus transportation service, beginning next fall.

Dean of Transportation and Communication Steve Murray said the move was initiated by the University Transportation Committee, which granted $3,000 to the University escort service to plan and operate the new service.

Murray said the University Transportation Committee is "looking at the Superblock area in general." In addition to Superblock, the committee is also considering extending the service to off-campus areas.

Murray said the extension of bus service is greatly needed "just to relieve some of the pressure on the escort service," which was overloaded with calls last year.

One College freshman who said he "used the escort service" added: "What we want to do is get the bus service to Superblock," he added.

Tracy said part of the delay in planning the bus route was due to "the University Transportation Committee wanting to do it right." He said the committee would consider having two buses on Superblock, which would serve as "a center" for the bus route.

Murray said the University Transportation Committee is "looking at the Superblock area in general." He added: "We're in the planning stages." Murray said he hopes the extension of bus service will be implemented by September.

The Interfraternity Alumni Council and the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs wish to congratulate the following recipients who received awards for excellence within the University's fraternity and sorority system:

1982 Crawford Madeira Cup to SIGMA CHI
Awarded to the Greek-letter fraternal chapter who best overall exemplifies the standards, goals, and aspirations of the University's fraternity and sorority system by virtue of outstanding accomplishment during the previous year.

AWARDS OF COMMENDATION for excellence in:

- Academic Achievement, GPA: Delta Upsilon
- Academic Achievement, GPA Fall '81: Beta Theta Pi
- Academic Achievement, GPA Spring '81: Delta Upsilon

Sorority Scholarship Cup: Phi Sigma Sigma

Support for Scholarship: Alpha Kappa Alpha

Alumni Relations: Sigma Alpha Mu, Phi Gamma Delta

Leadership and Service in the Community: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon

House Management/Operations: Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Mu

University Development Competition: Pi Kappa Alpha

Charitable Programming: Sigma Chi

Intramural Athletic Competition: Sigma Nu

Intramural Sports: Alpha Tau Omega (Football, Soccer, Squash, Track, and Wrestling Champions)

Sigma Alpha Mu (Swimming Champions)

Sigma Chi (Free Throw Champions)

Sigma Nu (Basketball, Softball, Tennis, Volleyball, and Water Polo Champions)

Special Accomplishment: Alpha Epsilon Pi

AWARDS OF SERVICE to the Interfraternity Council:

- Tom Riordan
- Dan Smith
- Doug Alexander
- Jerry Knorr
- Mark Goldstein
- Mitch Burger
- Eric Pease
- Ted Miller
- Jon Schreiber

Panhellenic Association:

- Sherry Marlowe
- Singamay Chou
- Barb Sutton
- Diane DiBonaventura

Black Inter-Greek Council:

- Eric Wite
- Jeaneene Mitchel
- Joe Waites
- Sue Fowler


**Plan Ahead**

for upcoming Special issues of

**The Daily Pennsylvanian**

Graduation/Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 14, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Freshmen/Summer Issue
July 1, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Welcome Back
Friday, September 3, 1982
Ad deadline Tues., August 31.
(discount available if purchased prior to May 7)

Contact the DP Business Office at 243-6581 for more information.

---

**University of California, Berkeley**

This Summer

Eight-week session: June 28 – August 20

To obtain a free copy of the Summer Session Bulletin, containing full information and an application, call or write Summertime Sessions, 420 Wheeler Hall, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415) 646-9051

---

**THE AWARDS WINNING THAI ROYAL BARGE RESTAURANT**

since 1972

Exotic and Authentic Thai Cuisine


dine in:

MITIONS OF ATTENDING SUMMER SCHOOL?

Legal Studies I (Law 1) Sequence ID17 is not listed in the Summer School Catalogue, but will be offered in Summer Session from 10:15, 11:00, M, T, W, Th. For further information see Professor Stockton, ext. 7693.

---

**Dining Service Presents**

An Annual Old Fashioned Barbecued Picnic

- With The Diamond Dust Rock Band -

Hill Field Tuesday, April 27th, 1982.

7:30-11:00 PM

BRING A BLANKET

GAMES/PRIZES


---

**Dining Service Presents**

An Annual Old Fashioned Barbecued Picnic

- With The Diamond Dust Rock Band -

Hill Field Tuesday, April 27th, 1982.

7:30-11:00 PM

BRING A BLANKET

GAMES/PRIZES


---

**Explore the Possibilities of a Career in Higher Education**

The Higher Education Program

Graduate School of Education

The program is designed for M.S., M.Ed., and Ph.D. programs leading to careers in Education Research and College and University Management. Full-time and part-time students are welcome. Many courses offered in late afternoons, evenings and summers.

Courses Offered During Summer Session, I, 1982

The Sociology of Higher Education: The Undergraduate Experience

College and University Law

The Sociology of Higher Education: The Graduate Experience

The Impact of College Attendance on Students and on Society

Public Policy Issues in Higher Education

For further information, call or write: Director, Higher Education Program, Graduate School of Education, University of Pennsylvania, 315 S. 45th St. (Between Spruce & Pine) Philadelphia, PA 19104 (215) 746-1405

---

**Rose Rebate**

$10 Rebate on 1 dozen

long stemmed roses

Gift boxed

Regular $25.00

Now $15.00 with Rebate

Friendly Flowers

315 S. 45th St. (Between Spruce & Pine)

Phila., PA 19104 215-747-6581

---

**Focus on the Armenian Genocide**

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, UNIVERSITY OF PRINCETON, PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH, PROVIDING PROGRAM FOR SUMMER 1982

APRIL 24TH ARMENIAN MARTYRS' DAY WEEKEND ACTIVITIES

Thursday, April 22ND

Tissues Building Alumni Hall

SYMPOSIUM

THE WORLD'S EXPERIENCE WITH GENOCIDE

A TRAGEDY EXAMINED

3:30 p.m. Armenian Genocide in Eastern Europe, Genocide and Jewish History

The Effect of Genocide in the Armenian

Pozen from

3:30 p.m. American Indian Genocide and Recovery

The Impact of the Armenian

5:30 p.m. Armenian Linden Diaspora and Recovery

The Effect of Genocide in the Armenian

Pozen from

Friday, April 23RD

7:30 p.m. Monroe Hall: The First National Conference of Armenian Women

Saturday, April 24TH

5:30 p.m. Monroe Hall: Memorial Service for Armenian Victims of the Armenian Genocide

Sunday, April 25TH

5:30 p.m. Monroe Hall: The Color of Genocide: Irish and Armenian Genocide

---

**Radiologist To Detail Nuclear Fallout Risks**

Dr. Alec Harris

A Howard University medical scientist who will address the Nuclear Fallout Risks lecture will deal with questions of a nuclear war as a speech at the Medical School Thursday.

Dr. Harris, Abrams, Radiology Department chairman of the Howard Medical School's first American open ended lecture designed to answer questions of a nuclear war, will speak at the Medical School's first American open ended lecture designed to answer questions of a nuclear war. The question is, "What happens if a bomb explodes in the vicinity of a city?" The question is, "What happens if a bomb explodes in the vicinity of a city?"

Dr. Harris, Abrams, Radiology Department chairman of the Howard Medical School's first American open ended lecture designed to answer questions of a nuclear war, will speak at the Medical School's first American open ended lecture designed to answer questions of a nuclear war. The question is, "What happens if a bomb explodes in the vicinity of a city?" The question is, "What happens if a bomb explodes in the vicinity of a city?"

---

**Rose Rebate**

$10 Rebate on 1 dozen

long stemmed roses

Gift boxed

Regular $25.00

Now $15.00 with Rebate

Friendly Flowers

315 S. 45th St. (Between Spruce & Pine)

Phila., PA 19104 215-747-6581

---

**Plan Ahead**

for upcoming Special issues of

**The Daily Pennsylvanian**

Graduation/Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 14, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Freshmen/Summer Issue
July 1, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Welcome Back
Friday, September 3, 1982
Ad deadline Tues., August 31.
(discount available if purchased prior to May 7)

Contact the DP Business Office at 243-6581 for more information.
Governor Hopefuls

It emerged from page 10 of a recent admittance aid to the gubernatorial ticket, that "Pennsylvania is not an island of ol supporting Reagan mil not hurt unemployment in a sea Of prosperity." national leader." he added, lor that whether the Reagan program cooperation with President Reagan would say we've Join- well Face a person ■ budgetar) end demands, .

Green said, "the governor is not certain whether his Reagan program will succeed but he is certain it will fail without any help." A good example is the governor's clerical-aid with the board of education, Green said, a situation that "Pennsylvania is not an island of prosperity." rehburg has been attacked by scenes for the proposed changes, "If the teams are cut you are moving towards a policy of selective excellence," she said last night. "That policy is going to discourage people from coming here."

Cohen said he is dissatisfied with the support other teams gave the five diamonds. "Other teams should discourage people from coming here." Cohen said, "I'm not sure if a Democratic nominee will be chosen until the primary and because there are no "hard defined issues" at the state level, the governor has been more invoked and helped decide the question of debates. He said because no Democratic nominee will run for re-election on the Republican ticket, while Slate Senator James Lloyd has endorsed by the Democratic committee to fill the first ballot.

ROSENBERG RESERVE IS OPEN DAILY UNTIL 2 A.M., April 25 - May 6, 1982

EXTENDED WEEKEND HOURS VAN PELT AND LIPPINCOTT LIBRARIES SPRING 1982

Friday April 23 8:45 am-12 midnight
April 30
Saturday April 24 10 am-10 pm
May 1
Sunday April 25 10 am-12 midnight
May 2

INTUITIONS

is looking for: Producers Choreographers Composers Designers Audio - Video Artists Technical Staff for the Fall '82 ORIGINAL PRODUCTION To arrange an interview: CALL BEFORE FRIDAY 4/24
Matthew 387-3991 Minette 387-7663 Proposals for Spring Productions will be accepted as well.

Funded by SAC

How to improve your extracurricular activities.

Just ask for CocaRibe Liqueur and coffee. Or order a CocaRibe and tonic. Try CocaRibe with pineapple juice. Can go with cake. Or, on the rocks.


Send $1.50 for each CocaRibe T-shirt. Be sure to indicate small, medium, large. We pay for return postage. Send, by money order, payable to CocaRibe, P.O. Box 728, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017. No cash or stamps.

Many colors available.
June July August Rent negotiable

LARGE, SUNNY, Furnished one

AVAILABLE JUNE 1. One bedroom

APARTMENTS.

speakrs - pool and pool table

daring experience.

most creative, vibrant, articulate,

CHEAPER THAN YOU THINK!!

in SATURDAY 9AM

COME MEET GERTRUDE STEIN

AND HER VERY BRIGHT FRIENDS! We are gathering together the sharpest, most creative, vibrant, articulate, intellecually endowed Penn students for a doing experience. For this special group of people, we are opening an inexpensive gourmet restaurant, coffee house - taverna - a non-profit private club, with movie classics - public affairs speakers - pool and pool table

conversatons - a mecca for people seeking a more stimulating existence. It will open in September at 39th and Chestnut

We need your advice. Help us to create a special OASIS at Penn. 301 South 40th St.

or call 387-1845

Wed. April 21 7:00 PM or
Thursday April 22 11:00 PM

Gertrude Stein, though deceased, helps make our efforts

American Picture Framing

"Serving the Penn Community"

Custom Framing 5-Day Service

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

2426 Market Street 382-3900

Hours: M-F 3:30-5:00
Sat 9:00-3:00

— Plus-Minus Grading —

when interested we are disappointed students have not been confused, because they are used to thinking in terms of grades in a global educational system," he said.

It is not to say for example that grades are unfair, and the ability to discriminate better among students. But MUE will release a reportuntermines national school standards.

"Just because high school students are not as well off in terms of

The Penn Balalaika Orchestra presents a

Slavic Musics an evening of Slavic music with folk dancing for all afterwards

Sunday, April 22 8:00 pm

Houston Hall Auditorium. Tickets $2 at H.H. ticket agency:

info: 388-8960

— Come join us! —

U.S. CLASSIC Women's Elite

GYMNASTIC NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

May 6-7-8, 1982

Philadelphia Palestra

Tickets: Optional-May 7 - $4.00,
Finnerty St. 8:30 PM, $9.00 for three day ticket CALL 215/546/1900 409-831-5259

Purchase directly at Ticket Office - Mob & Lemon
Write: COME MEET TOWNHOUSE 41st & Chestnut New kitchen

WITH FALL Dances, 1 bedroom apartments Prom

June 1 st 222 1052. 259-2505 eve

LARGE STUDIO — Alcove eat-mkt

Locust 6 Ddrms. 2 kitchens. 3 baths

addition w/ washer-dryer, yard. 2nd II

— Exposed brick walls • Garbage disposals • Self defrost refng

— Butcher oak kitchen counters

CRANBERG CREATIONS — Huge trees, fireplace, enclosed yard

Bedrooms. We

selection of quality housing. 1-5 bedroom apartments,

FOR SALE: Handmade wooden

— 6' redwood. 2 benches. $45. Filing

cupboards, optional cushions available

COOPERATIVE ONE-ACTS

sponsored by

INTUITIONS PENN BLACK DRAMA ENSEMBLE

PENN PLAYERS QUADRUMS

is interviewing for

directors

for its fall show.

for appointments, see

Doris Mack

Rm 520, Annenberg Center

by Friday, April 23rd

for more information call: 243-7308

Classified Ads

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office — 4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor.

Cost: $1.50 per word, per day. Deadline: 5:00 p.m. two days in advance.

— Townhouses & Apartments —

TOWNHOMES

& apartments

campus apartments

CALL 382-1300

4043 WALNUT

PARK YOUR CAR, OPEN DAY OR NIGHT, SATURDAY & SUNDAY, 9AM-10PM.

FURNISHED

3900 Chestnut St. 382-2580

Sunny Middle Eastern & International Cuisine

Now open for Lunch and Dinner & International Cuisine

& 1 oupon

41st to 46th Street All new kitchens

NEW APARTMENTS

1.2.3.4. bedroom apartments Prom

Junel New lease 66&B999

FURNISHED APARTMENTS Vic 42nd SI El-

Close to campus $860/mo plus 449

d frost/enclosed yard

— Kitchen Fire place

FOR SALE: Handmade wooden

— 6' redwood. 2 benches. $45. Filing

cupboards, optional cushions available

— Excellent condition. $700 Package Table

— Channel Good condition. $490 Call

Check or M/O to Will Moore

FIRM AT 36TH AND MARKET HAS TWO

— Bio-medical research in-

— Limited opportunity to create

— With folkdancing for all afterwards

— Slavic Musicale

— Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays,

— Exciting Job

Very Bright Person

Full/Part Time Active Office-On Campus

Unfurnished Full Erate Office Manager for an active office. Clients range from financial services to health care. Duties include accounts payable and receivable, word processing and typing, travel arrangements and martial correspondence. Requires computer skills including word processing, database and spreadsheets. Must have at least one year experience in a similar role. A firm that offers a good work environment. 

Call Peggy at 215-239-3107

— Advance Ticket Office Office - Mob & Lemon
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Kaplan's sentiments are indicative of the team's general attitude toward the losses. The blowouts are highly discouraging that the runners have been trying to develop a sense of determination to turn the team's string of losing and the Ivy League Championships two meets now offer the chance with automatic and impressive NCAA fourth-place finishes.

Kaplan's comments on Villanova are that the Quakers have to run fourth and Villanova finished fourth, too. In the 4x1000 at Penn, Georgetown nipped the Razorbacks. That was his first start in the meet Relays earlier this year was just one second record, Stevens' Razorbacks.

In addition to the sprint medley record, Stevens' Razorbacks.

Kaplan is willing to let the team's general attitude toward its season. But, hopefully, we'll play a
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Stebbins Leads Injury-Plagued Decathlon
Mt. St. Mary's Junior Collects 3942 Points During First Day

The first day of the Penn Relays was a washout for many athletes, as heavy rain and strong winds made it difficult for many to compete. However, Mt. St. Mary's junior collected 3942 points during the first day, led by Marita Payten, who won the 10000 meters in 34:51.54.

DOUG ZALCER
Mt. St. Mary's junior collected 3942 points during the first day of the Penn Relays, led by Marita Payten, who won the 10000 meters in 34:51.54.

New Jersey's Jennifer Berman, who was ahead of Mt. St. Mary's in the previous day's decathlon, is only in second place, with 1045 points. The third place went to a team from Princeton, with 936 points.

In the women's division, Lisa Snberman of Penn won the 60-meter hurdles in 7.86, setting a meet record. She also won the 400-meter hurdles in 58.63, setting a new meet record. In addition, she won the 200-meter dash in 22.33, setting a new meet record.
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